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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 60, 063002
Neutrino-mixing-generated lepton asymmetry and the primordial 4He abundance

Xiangdong Shi, George M. Fuller, and Kevork Abazajian
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

~Received 11 February 1999; published 20 August 1999!

It has been proposed that an asymmetry in the electron neutrino sector may be generated by resonant
active-sterile neutrino transformations during big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN!. We calculate the change in the
primordial 4He yield Y resulting from this asymmetry, taking into account both the time evolution of thene

andn̄e distribution function and the spectral distortions in these. We calculate this change in two schemes:~1!
a lepton asymmetry directly generated byne mixing with a lighter right-handed sterile neutrinons , and~2! a
lepton asymmetry generated by ant↔ns or nm↔ns transformation which is subsequently partially converted

to an asymmetry in thenen̄e sector by a matter-enhanced active-active neutrino transformation. In the first
scheme, we find that the percentage change inY is between21% and 9%~with the sign depending on the sign
of the asymmetry!, bounded by the Majorana mass limitmne

&1 eV. In the second scheme, the maximal
percentage reduction inY is 2%, if the lepton number asymmetry in neutrinos is positive; otherwise, the
percentage increase inY is &5% for mnm ,nt

2 2mns

2 &104 eV. We conclude that the change in the primordial
4He yield induced by a neutrino-mixing-generated lepton number asymmetry can be substantial in the upward
direction, but limited in the downward direction.@S0556-2821~99!01418-6#

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 26.35.1c, 95.30.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known that a resonant active-sterile neut
transformation during the big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN!
epoch can generate lepton number asymmetries in the a
neutrino sectors@1–4#. The generated lepton number asym
metry Lna

~with na being any of the three active neutrin
species! has an order of magnitude

Lna
[

nna
2nn̄a

ng
;6

udm2/eV2u

10~T/MeV!4
for uLna

u!0.1. ~1!

In this equation,n is the particle proper number densit
dm2[mns

2 2mna

2 , andT is the temperature of the universe

The asymmetry may have an appreciable impact on
the primordial4He abundanceY if it is in the ne sector and if
its magnitude at the weak freeze-out temperatureT
;1 MeV is uLne

u*0.01. The resulting change of the pr

mordial 4He abundance,DY, however, is not easy to est
mate. Not only is the generated asymmetry a function
time, but also thene or n̄e energy spectrum is distorted b
mixing ~in a time-dependent fashion as well!. Therefore, pre-
vious attempts@5# to estimateDY in this lepton number gen
eration scenario, employing BBN calculations based o
constant asymmetry and a thermal neutrino spectrum
electron-type neutrinos, is overly simplistic and may yie
inaccurate results.

In this paper, we discuss in detail the time evolution
Lne

and the distortion in thene or n̄e spectrum in this
neutrino-mixing-driven lepton number asymmetry gener
ing scenario. We then calculateDY taking into account these
time-dependent and energy-dependent effects by modif
the standard BBN code accordingly. We consider t
schemes: a direct one and an indirect one.
0556-2821/99/60~6!/063002~7!/$15.00 60 0630
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The direct scheme involves a direct resonantne↔ns
transformation which generatesLne

@1,2#. The indirect one

first has a lepton asymmetry generated via a resonantnm↔ns
or nt↔ns transformation and then has the asymmetry p
tially transferred intoLne

by an active-activenm↔ne or

nt↔ne transformation@5#. In both cases, Eq.~1! indicates
that the active-sterile channel requiresmna

2 2mns

2 *0.1 eV2

to generateuLna
u*0.01 at a temperatureT;1 MeV. This

implies mna
*0.3 eV. In addition, the effective mixing

angles associated with these neutrino oscillation chan
have to be large enough to generate lepton number asym
tries efficiently, but not so large as to produce too manyns’s
before or during the onset of the process. The excessns’s
may not only suppress the lepton number generation,
also yield a4He mass fraction that is too large@2,6#. These
conditions can be quantified as

udm2/eV2u1/6sin22u*10211, ~2!

udm2/eV2usin42u&1029~1027! for na5ne~nm ,nt!,
~3!

whereu is the vacuum mixing angle.
The change in the predicted primordial4He abundance

can go either way, depending on whetherLne
is positive

~decreasingY) or negative~increasingY). Our detailed BBN
calculations show that in the direct scheme, we ha
20.002<DY<0.022, bounded by thene Majorana mass
limit mne

&1 eV. This possible change inY is significant
compared to the uncertainty involved in theY measurements
@The measured primordial4He abundance from Oliveet al.
is Y50.23460.002(stat)60.005(syst) @7#, while another
group claimsY50.24460.002@8#.# In fact, an increase inY
of magnitude*0.01 due to a large negativeLne

would al-
ready be inconsistent with observations. In the indir
©1999 The American Physical Society02-1
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scheme, we find that the maximal possible reduction inY is
0.005. The expected increase ofY goes up withmnm ,nt

2

2mns

2 , and can be as high as 0.013 formnm ,nt

2 2mns

2

;104 eV2. In both schemes,DY is rather limited in the
negative direction. The possible reduction inY, resulting
from a positiveLne

, may to some degree narrow the g
between the lowerY measurement@7# and the standard BBN
prediction (Y50.24660.001@9# assuming a primordial deu
terium abundance D/H'3.460.331025 @10#!. We note,
however, that the maximal reduction ofDY'20.005 is
achieved only in the indirect scheme whenmnm ,nt

2 2mns

2

;100–300 eV2, implying an unstablenm or nt with
mnm ,nt

*15 eV @4#.

II. GENERATION OF LEPTON ASYMMETRY
BY RESONANT ACTIVE-STERILE NEUTRINO

TRANSFORMATION

The formalism of active-sterile neutrino transformati
and associated amplification of lepton asymmetry wh
dm2[mns

2 2mna

2 ,0 has been discussed extensively el

where@1–3,6,11#. Here we summarize the main conclusio
of these papers, and then concentrate our discussion o
final stage of the amplification process, whenT approaches
the weak freeze-out temperature;1 MeV.

For na↔ns transformation withdm2,0, a resonance oc
curs at

Tres'T0S E

TD 21/3Udm2cos 2u

1 eV2 U1/6

, ~4!

where T0'19 (22) MeV for a5e(m,t), and E/T is the
neutrino energy normalized by the ambient temperature.
low Tres, lepton asymmetry may be amplified to asympto
cally approach one of the two values in Eq.~1!. Before this
asymptotic value is reached, however, there is a brief ‘‘c
otic’’ phase in whichLna

oscillates around zero@2#. As a

result, the sign ofLna
that emerges from the chaotic phase

unpredictable. We should point out that the detailed num
cal evolution of the generated lepton number remains c
troversial. For example, whether or not the evolution of
lepton number represents true chaos is not precisely kno
However, our BBN arguments simply rely on the sensitiv
of the generated lepton number to the neutrino oscillat
parameters. This sensitivity leads to a causality considera
on the sign of the generated lepton number. A discussio
the causality consideration can be found in Ref.@12#.

It is not surprising that at these two asymptoticLna
val-

ues, eitherna↔ns ~if Lna
,0) or n̄a↔ n̄s ~if Lna

.0), un-
dergoes a resonant transition due to matter effects. The
tem maintains the growth ofLna

by converting one ofna / n̄a

resonantly but suppressing the transformation of the ot
Of course, not allna or n̄a undergo the resonant transform
tion, because neutrinos in the early universe have an en
distribution and the resonance condition is energy depend
06300
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WhenLna
is small, even the resonant conversion of a sm

fraction of eitherna or n̄a with energyEreswill be enough to
maintain the growth ofLna

. To quantify the above argu

ments, we note that the effective potentialV5(Vx ,Vy ,Vz)
of the na↔ns transformation channel is

Vx52
dm2

2E
sin 2u, Vy50,

Vz52
dm2

2E
cos 2u1Va

L1Va
T . ~5!

The contribution from matter-antimatter asymmetries~matter
effect! is @13#

Va
L'60.35GFT3FL012Lna

1 (
nbÞna

LnbG , ~6!

whereGF is the Fermi constant, andL0;1029 represents the
contributions from the baryonic asymmetry as well as
asymmetry in electron positions. The ‘‘1’’ sign is for the
neutrino oscillation channel, and the ‘‘2 ’’ sign is for the
anti-neutrino oscillation channel. The contribution from t
thermal neutrino background isVa

T , whose value is@13#

Va
T'2A

nna
1nn̄a

ng
GF

2ET4, ~7!

whereA'110 (30) fora5e (m or t). The effective mat-
ter mixing angle at temperatureT is

sin 2ueff5
Vx

~Vx
21Vz

2!1/2
, ~8!

which reduces to vacuum mixing whenVa
L andVa

T are zero.
Several physical processes with different times scales

involved in the resonantna↔ns transformation process:~1!
the local neutrino oscillation rateuVu, ~2! the weak interac-
tion rate G;4GF

2T5, ~3! the Hubble expansion rateH

52Ṫ/T55.5T2/mpl where mpl'1.2231028 eV is the
Planck mass,~4! the rate of change ofuVu, uV̇u/uVu, caused
by the change of lepton asymmetry and the Hubble exp
sion. If any one of the rates is much larger than the oth
we may consider all the other processes as perturbati
which simplifies the picture greatly. For example, ifuVu
dominates, we may consider the system as an ordinary
trino transformation system with an effective mixing ang
as in Eq.~8! and with all physical variables changing adi
batically. If the weak interaction dominates, each weak sc
tering acts as a ‘‘measurement’’ to the mixing system, eff
tively reducing the mixture to flavor eigenstatesna andns .
The neutrino transformation is hence suppressed, with a
duced sin 2ueff5Vx /(G/2). If the Hubble expansion domi
nates, the other processes are essentially ‘‘frozen out.’’ T
is the case atT&1 MeV when the two-body weak interac
tion freezes out and the neutron-to-proton ratio becom
2-2
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NEUTRINO-MIXING-GENERATED LEPTON ASYMMETRY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 063002
fixed ~other than from the free neutron decay process!. If uV̇u
dominates overuVu, the neutrino amplitude evolution be
comes nonadiabatic.

The ratios of the first three rates are

UVx

G U'53108S udm2u

eV2 D S T

MeVD 26

sin 2u, ~9!

UVx

H U'109S udm2u

eV2 D S T

MeVD 23

sin 2u, ~10!

G

H
'S T

MeVD 3

. ~11!

In these ratios, an averageE53.15T is assumed. Since w
are only concerned withudm2u*0.1 eV2, as long as sin 2u
*1026 @the minimal mixing required to amplifyLna

, see Eq.
~2!#, the neutrino transformation rate easily dominates o
the Hubble expansion and the weak interaction atT
;1 MeV.

We always haveV̇x5HVx . At T&Tres/2, and away from
resonances so that we can assumeVa

T!udm2u/2E;Va
L

;Vz , we haveuV̇zu;u(H2L̇na
/Lna

)Vzu;uHVzu. @Note that

Lna
is limited to theT24 growth in Eq.~1!.# Therefore, at

T&Tres/2, the active-sterile neutrino transformation chann
in our problem can be treated as ordinary oscillation ch
nels with adiabatically varying mixing parameters exce
possibly at the resonances. We will discuss the questio
adiabaticity at resonances later.

At T&Tres/2 when we can neglectVa
T , the resonance con

dition Vz52dm2/2E cos 2u1Va
L50 gives the asymptotic

values ofLna
in Eq. ~1!. Note that forLna

,0 (Lna
.0) the

na ( n̄a) transformation channel is matter enhanced. T
fraction F of resonantly convertedna ( n̄a) in the total
na ( n̄a) distribution is

F;2UVx

de

dVz
U

eres

f ~e res!'2e ressin 2u f ~e res! ~12!

where e[E/T, f (e)'2e2/3z(3)(11ee) and e res satisfies
Vz(e res)50. The resonancee res remains stationary~or varies
very slowly! andLna

}T24 if

uLna
u&

3

8
F;

3

4
e ressin 2u f ~e res!;0.1 sin 2u. ~13!

In general, the stationarye res has a value;O(0.1) @3,4#.
When uLna

u.0.1sin 2u, uLna
u cannot keep up with theT24

growth. Consequently e res must increase as e res
}T24uLna

u21 at low temperatures whenVT can be safely
neglected.

The resonance is adiabatic when the resonance regio
characterized by slowly changinge res. As the resonance
sweeps through the neutrino energy spectrum, a comp
06300
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conversion ofna to ns at the resonance is possible only if th
following adiabatic conditions are met:

UVx
2

V̇z8
U;UVxsin 2u8

H U;109S udm2u

eV2 D S T

MeVD 23

sin22u@1

~14!

and

2UVx

de

dVz
U

eres

f ~e res!Ude res

dLna

U*VxU de

dVz
U

eres

. ~15!

The first condition simply implies that the time scale of com
pleting the resonance has to be much longer than the
trino oscillation period at resonance. This is satisfied
udm2usin22u*1029 eV2. The second condition requires th
e res move slowly through the spectrum. This amounts to

Lna
<

3

4
e resf ~e res!, ~16!

which is satisfied fore res’s that cover the bulk of the neutrino
energy spectrum. Adiabaticity at resonances is therefor
valid assumption forna↔ns mixing with vacuum mixing
angles which are not too small but which are still within t
BBN bound, Eq.~3!.

Given adiabaticity, the growth ofLna
~assumed to be

positive for simplicity and no loss of generality! as e res
sweeps through the neutrino energy spectrum can be e
estimated by solving

Lna
~T!'

3

8E0

eres(T)

b f ~e!de ~17!

and the resonance conditionVz(e res)50 which at low tem-
peratures is equivalent to

e res~T!'
udm2/eV2u

16~T/MeV!4Lna

. ~18!

In Eq. ~17!, b takes account of the effect of collisions th
redistribute energy among neutrinos.

We can identify two extreme cases. When the collisio
are too inefficient to change the neutrino distribution ate
.e res ~such as whenT&1 MeV), b51. In another limit,
b'128Lna

/3 which obtains when the collisions are high

efficient ~such as whenT*1 MeV) and neutrinos are al
ways distributed thermally. Equations~17! and ~18! give a
solution in fair agreement with the results obtained by so
ing Eq. ~18! of Foot and Volkas@5#. In Fig. 1 we plot our
results in terms ofLna

vs mna

2 2mns

2 at various temperatures

From Fig. 1 we can deduce a power law relation applica
to uLna

u&0.1:

uLna
u'0.05udm2/eV2u2/3~T/MeV!28/3. ~19!
2-3
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We note that this power law applies only in the stage wh
the resonance sweeps through the neutrino energy spec
When the resonance is stationary@Eq. ~13!#, the dependence
is uLna

u}udm2uT24 instead.

The asymmetryLna
is generated as the resonance conv

sion region moves up through the neutrino energy spectr
This suggests a distortion of thena ~or n̄a) energy spectrum
~see also Ref.@14#!. Indeed, whenLna

&0.1, most of theLna

is generated at the lowest temperatures@Eq. ~19!#, when the
neutrino scattering processes that tend to thermalize the
trino spectrum are the most inefficient. The fact that the re
nant transformation ofna to ns ~or n̄a˜ n̄s) starts at lower
neutrino energies only further deepens the inefficiency
neutrino re-thermalization, as neutrino interaction cross s
tions scale roughly linearly with neutrino energies. In Fig.

FIG. 1. The magnitude of lepton asymmetry as a function
dm2 at various temperatures. The bands denote the range o
asymmetry enclosed by the two extreme cases:~1! collisions are
completely inefficient~upper limits!; ~2! collisions are completely
efficient ~lower limits!.

FIG. 2. The solid curve: the calculatedna (a5e,m,t) distri-
bution function. The dashed curve: an unperturbed thermal neu
distribution function with zero chemical potential.
06300
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we plot a semi-analytical calculation of thena spectrum at
T51 MeV for a na˜ns resonant transformation~which
generates a negativeLna

) with mna

2 2mns

2 51 eV2. In the

calculation, the thermalization process is approximated a
relaxation process~with a rateG) driving the system toward
a thermal distribution. As a result of the inefficiency of th
process, for cases withudm2u&1 eV2 ~so thatLna

&0.1 at

T;1 MeV), thena neutrino spectrum at and below its the
mal decoupling temperatureT;1 MeV can be well ap-
proximated by a thermal spectrum with a low energy cuto
The na deficit below the cutoff energy results in theLna

asymmetry. In the mean time,n̄a is not subject to resonan
transformation. Its spectrum is therefore not significan
changed, due to the inefficiency of neutrino pair producti
~The opposite is true ifLna

.0: then̄a distribution will have

its lower energy region truncated but thena distribution will
remain intact.!

III. DIRECT GENERATION OF ELECTRON-NEUTRINO
ASYMMETRY BY RESONANT ne↔ns

TRANSFORMATIONS

If a5e ~the direct scheme to generate an asymmetry
thenen̄e sector!, thene or n̄e spectral distortion will directly
impact the neutron-to-proton ratio at the weak freeze-
temperature, and hence the4He yield. Figure 3 shows the
changes inn↔p rates due to the neutrino spectral distorti
in the casemne

2 2mns

2 51 eV2. WhenLne
.0 ~i.e., a deficit

of low energyn̄e), the major effect is an enhanced neutr
decay rate at low temperatures due to the reduced P

f
he

o

FIG. 3. The change inn↔p rates due ton̄e ~if Lne
.0) or ne ~if

Lne
,0) spectral distortion formne

2 2mns

2 51 eV2.
2-4
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blocking of n̄e . For reaction p1 n̄e˜n1e1, the low energy

deficit in n̄e is of little significance because onlyn̄e with E
.1.9 MeV can participate in the reaction. Conversely,
reverse reaction mostly generatesn̄e at the higher end of the
energy spectrum. Its rate is therefore insensitive to the s
tral distortion at the lower end. WhenLne

,0 ~a deficit of

low energyne), the rate for n1ne˜p1e2 is significantly
reduced while the reverse rate is slightly increased. Figu
shows the resultantDY from the spectral distortion as a func
tion of mne

2 2mns

2 for both Lne
.0 andLne

,0. The disparity

between the two cases of oppositeLne
is transparent from

Fig. 3: the change inn↔p rates is much larger whenLne

,0.
Thene Majorana mass limit~which is uncertain by a fac

tor of 2, ranging frommne
<0.45 eV tomne

&1 eV @15–

17#! implies an upper limitmne

2 2mns

2 <1 eV2.1 Figure 4

shows that the maximally allowed reduction inY is only
'0.0021, about 1% of the standard prediction. But the ma
mally allowed increase ofY can be as high as'0.022, a 9%
effect. An increase this large in the predicted primordial4He
abundance would have already been too large to accom
date observations@7,8#.

IV. INDIRECT GENERATION OF ELECTRON-NEUTRINO
ASYMMETRY BY NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATIONS

For convenience in the indirect scheme, we assume th
Lnt

is first generated by ant↔ns transformation process

1We point out that it might be possible to construct mixings b
tween left-handed electron neutrinos andleft-handedsterile neutri-
nos. In such a case the Majorana mass limit will not apply but
standard weak interaction theory will then need to be reconside

FIG. 4. The impact on the primordial4He abundanceY if an

asymmetry innen̄e is generated by a resonantne↔ns mixing in
BBN. Baryon number density to photon number density ratio is
to h55.1310210.
06300
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This asymmetry may then be transferred toLne
by a resonant

nt↔ne oscillation @5#. ~Ordinary oscillations without reso
nance cannot transfer the asymmetry efficiently.! In fact we
are likely to havedm(ts)

2 [mns

2 2mnt

2 'dm(te)
2 [mne

2 2mnt

2 if

mnt
@mne

,mns
~which will be the case in order to have a

appreciable impact on the primordial4He abundance!. Such
a neutrino mass spectrum is consistent with a simultane
solution of the solar neutrino problem@18# and the atmo-
spheric neutrino problem@19#. For the moment, we will sim-
ply assumedm(ts)

2 'dm(te)
2 .

The matter asymmetry contributions to the effective p
tentials of the two neutrino transformation channels beco

V(ts)
L '60.35GFT3~2Lnt

2Lne
!,

V(te)
L '60.35GFT3~Lnt

2Lne
!. ~20!

Apparently, then̄t↔ n̄s and n̄t↔ n̄e resonances whenLnt

.0 ~or thent↔ns andnt↔ne resonances whenLnt
,0) do

not simultaneously share the same part of the neutrino
ergy spectrum.

Guaranteed adiabaticity@i.e., satisfying Eq.~14!#, the ef-
ficiency of resonant neutrino conversion is still determin
by whether or not the neutrino collision time scale domina
over the time scale for a completent to ne ~or n̄t to n̄e)
transition at resonance~the resonance width!. The collision
time scale is important because the two resonances in
~20! do not overlap, so, for example, any deficit inn̄t caused
by the n̄t↔ n̄s resonant transition relies on neutrino scatt
ing to redistribute neutrinos into the energy region where
n̄t↔ n̄e resonance occurs. In previous work@5# this redistri-
bution has been assumed to be instant. However, this is n
good approximation atT&5 MeV as we will show below.

The ratio of the resonance time scale to the collision ti
scale is

UVx
(te)

V̇z
(te)UG;

G

H
sin 2u (te);S T

MeVD 3

sin 2u (te) . ~21!

Calculations based on active-active neutrino transforma
in type II supernova nucleosynthesis suggest that sin22u(te)

&1024 for mnt

2 2mne

2 *1 eV2 @20#, and the Bugey experi-

ment constrains sin22u(te)<0.04 formnt

2 2mne

2 &1 eV2 @21#.

Therefore, the collision time scale dictates the growth ofLne

at T&5 MeV for udm(ts)
2 u'udm(te)

2 u*1 eV2.
Above 5 MeV, the collisions may be deemed instan

neous, and the equations of Ref.@5# become valid. But a side
effect of generating a largeLnt

above ;5 MeV by the

nt↔ns mixing ~by havingmnt

2 2mns

2 *104 eV2) is bringing

sterile neutrinos into chemical equilibrium@6#. As a result,
even though a reduction as large asDY520.006 may result
from a positiveLne

alone in the indirect scheme@5#, the extra
sterile neutrinos produced will increaseY by at least as much
by bringingn̄s into chemical equilibrium through then̄t↔ n̄s

-

e
d.

t
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resonant transformation. The net effect is an increase oY
instead of a reduction, even ifLne

is positive.

We again model the transfer ofLnt
to Lne

by assuming
that active neutrinos tend to their equilibrium distributio
with a rateG. Figure 5 shows the growth ofLnt

, Lne
and the

accompanying increase in the total neutrino energy den
~including that of sterile neutrinos! in the units of that of one
unperturbed active neutrino flavor, for one particular set
mixing parameters. Figure 5 shows thatLnt

indeed grows

initially according to Eq.~19!, and tapers off atLnt
'0.22

when most ofnt or n̄t have undergone resonances. T
transfer ofLnt

to Lne
is efficient atT*2 MeV, but freezes

out below;2 MeV. It freezes out at a higher temperatu
thanLnt

because thent-ne ~or n̄t-n̄e) resonance occurs at

higher energy than thent-ns ~or n̄t-n̄s) resonance@Eq. ~20!#.
The resonance therefore sweeps through thene ~or n̄e) spec-
trum faster. The figure also shows that increase in the t
neutrino energy density in this case~about 2%, orDNn

;0.07) is moderate.
The spectra ofne and n̄e in the indirect scheme are onl

slightly distorted. Figure 6 shows the modifiedn̄e spectrum
whenLnt

,Lne
.0 for mnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2 2mns

2 5100 eV2, com-

pared to an unperturbed active neutrino spectrum with z
chemical potential. The distortion is small because the tra
fer of Lnt

into Lne
occurs in the entire energy distributio

~albeit at different temperatures!, unlike in the direct scheme
when the generation ofLne

occurs only in low energies. Th

distortion inne and n̄e spectra can be well approximated b
an overall multiplication factor 11d6 . The net asymmetry
is thereforeLne

53(d12d2)/8, and the percentage increa

in the nen̄e number density due to pair production is (d1

1d2)/2.

FIG. 5. The solid curves:uLnt
u and uLne

u as a function of tem-
perature formnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2 2mns

2 5100 eV2. The dashed curve
the increase in the total neutrino energy density as a function
temperature, normalized by the energy density of one thermal
active neutrino flavor with zero chemical potential.
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By modifying the standard BBN code with the newne

and n̄e spectra, and with the increased total neutrino ene
density, we obtain their effects onY in Fig. 7. At mnt

2 2mne

2

5mnt

2 2mns

2 !100 eV2 the effect onY is dominated by the

asymmetry in thenen̄e sector. But asmnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2 2mns

2

increases, the increased total neutrino energy density gr
ally becomes significant. The increased energy den
causesY to increase, regardless of the sign of the neutr
asymmetry. As a result of these two factors, a maximal
ductionDY'20.005 is achieved in cases of positive lept
number asymmetries when mnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2 2mns

2

;100–300 eV2. This mass-squared difference, howev
implies that tau neutrinos are unstable, based on cosmo
cal structure formation considerations@4#.

Figure 7 is very different from the previous estimates
Foot and Volkas@5#. For example, Foot and Volkas hav

of
d

FIG. 6. The solid curve: the calculatedne distribution function
in the indirect mixing scheme. The dashed curve: an unpertur
thermal neutrino distribution function with zero chemical potenti
Inset: the ratio of the two distribution functions vs neutrino ener

FIG. 7. The impact on the primordial4He abundanceY in the
indirect neutrino mixing scheme, as a function ofmnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2

2mns

2 . Baryon number density to photon number density ratio is
to h55.1310210.
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argued for a possible reductionDY'20.006 across the mix
ing parameter range 10&mnt

2 2mne

2 5mnt

2 2mns

2 &3000 eV2,

while our result clearly shows a concave feature ofDY in
this range, with a maximum at'20.005. Foot and Volkas
result also indicated thatDY is smaller in the positive direc
tion ~whenLnt

,Lne
,0) than in the negative direction~when

Lnt
,Lne

.0). Our analysis indicates the opposite: wh

Lnt
,Lne

,0, the changes inY due to the spectral asymmetr
and the extra neutrino energy add constructively; wh
Lnt

,Lne
,0, these two effects add destructively.DY, there-

fore, is larger in the positive direction than in the negat
direction.

These differences, we believe, stem from our deta
consideration of neutrino spectrum distortion and its ti
dependence. These factors are crucial to the neutron
proton freeze-out process, and in turn the primordial4He
yield. It would not be surprising that an omission of the
effects would yield inaccurate results.

V. SUMMARY

We have calculated the spectral distortions for neutri
and the time dependence of the neutrino distribution func
during the lepton asymmetry generation via resonant act
k
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sterile neutrino transformation. We have included these c
cial effects in our BBN calculation, assessing the effect
the primordial4He abundance of the possible lepton numb
asymmetry in thenen̄e sector. We conclude that the possib
increase in the primordial4He yield, as a result of a negativ
lepton number asymmetry, can be substantial. The maxi
increase can be as high as;0.01–0.02~or 5%–9%! for mix-
ing parameters that are consistent with neutrino mass c
straints. The possible decrease due to a positive lepton n
ber asymmetry, however, is limited to&0.002~or &1%) if
the asymmetry is generated by a resonantne↔ns mixing, or
&0.005~or &2%) if the asymmetry is generated by a thre
family resonant mixing scheme. The magnitude of these p
sible changes in the primordial4He abundance induced b
the neutrino-mixing-generated lepton number asymmetr
comparable to or greater than the uncertainty of current
mordial 4He measurements. Therefore, the role of reson
active-sterile neutrino mixing in big bang nucleosynthe
cannot be underestimated.
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